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IF YOU DON ’ T HAVE ANY 
FOLLOWE RS , YOU ARE NOT 

A LE ADE R 

Leadership is first a foremost defined 
by having followers. If you have follow-
ers you are a leader. So if leadership is 
your thing you better make sure to have 
people that freely are willing to follow 
you. Follow your ideas, follow your pur-
pose and follow the ambitions you have 
about the business, the customers and 
the people working in the organisation. YOU BECOME A LE ADE R 

WHE N YOU HE LP PEOPLE 
G ROW

It’s critical to get the numbers right in the 
business, but that needs to be balanced 
and connected with a clear focus on 
helping people grow as well. When you 
are able to balance decisions, behavior 
and communication between the num-
bers and the people - then you are in a 
good place and on the way towards real 
leadership. 

PAY WITH YOUR AT TE NTION , 
TIME AND E NE RGY

There is a big difference in listening or 
just waiting for your turn to speak. True 
leaders have more attention, are able to 
empathize and have the ability to listen 
deeply. As a leader you are also willing 
to invest your time and energy in other 
people. You deliberately pay with your 
own time and energy to other people 
and see that as one of the most import-
ant investments you can make because 
you know that to have an impact, you 
must help other people with their im-
pact. That is you job and how you get 
things moving. 

LE ADE RSHIP IS A CHOICE
– NOT A R ANK

It’s probably cool to have a nice leader-
ship title at your business card but who 
cares? 
Leadership is a choice you make – it 
is not about you rank. If people just do 
what you say because your are the boss 
then you are headed for trouble. They 
should follow you based on your vision, 
your ambition, your personality and the 
choices you are willing to make to help 
the team and business shine. 
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LE AVE YOUR EGO AT 
THE DOOR

It’s so easy to get caught up in yourself 
as a leader. Typically there will be some 
spotlight on your which is nice and re-
warding. It can boost your ego and make 
you think that you are a rockstar. Try to 
mix it up with some humility, combined 
with a strong will to reach the aspirations 
you have as a team and company. 

Leave the ego at the door. It is not about 
you anyway so feed the mind with 
something more useful than the image 
of you as the center of attention. 

BE A STUDE NT 
-  NOT A TE ACHE R

If you look at leadership as a journey 
with no end then it becomes an educa-
tion. It becomes something that you can 
explore and fine tune as you go along. 
See yourself as a student, rather than as 
the teacher. If you are the student you 
are here to learn, to explore and to be-
come wiser. If your are the teacher, there 
is a risk of thinking that you made it. That 
you are already there and now your job 
is to tell everyone else what you know 
and what they should do. Be a student 
– not a teacher. 

YOUR JOB IS TO MAKE ‘E M 
SOUND GOOD

There is a great story about a gifted jazz 
drummer named Adam Nussbaum. He 
is a popular musician that a lot of jazz 
bands wants to play with. Some years 
ago he was interviewed to a music mag-
azine and asked how it could be that 
so many musicians wanted to play with 
him. His answer was spot on – also when 
you think about great leadership. He 
said: Because I make ’em sound good!

Your job as a leader is to make other 
people sound good. You are the drum-
mer in the background. Making sure the 
rythm is right, with the right pace and 
supporting the other members of the 
team to play well. 
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MAKE THE M FE E L SAFE

How would you feel if you were part of 
an organisation where someone always 
had your back? A place where it was 
safe to test your ideas and try out new 
things with the intention of building the 
business of tomorrow. An organisation 
where you always had a safe place to go 
for support, additional insight, feedback 
and so on?

A solid guess is that you would feel great 
but also that it would be rare. In too many 
businesses today we forget that leader-
ship is also about making a safe place 
for our people. A place where someone 
is having your back – no matter what. If 
you – as a leader – are able to look out 
after your people and make them feel 
safe, they will pay you back big time. 
They will look out for the business and 
the customers - and they will also have 
your back. 

BE USE FUL

We can all be successful and focus our 
attention on ourselve. Our own targets, 
our next promotion, our bonus and re-
ward. That is easy. But what happens if 
you also focus your attention towards 
being useful? Towards having the will 
and ability to make a difference outside 
your own attention and needs? 

When you are useful you first zoom out. 
You see the bigger picture. You see the 
connections between the minor ele-
ments and where to focus. After that 
- you zoom in again and start moving. 
This is an important choice every leader 
has to consider and make. Do you want 
to be individual successful – or do you 
want to be useful? They are both great 
and rewarding – but you have to choose. 
So what is it gonna be?

CATCH YOUR E MPLOYE ES 
DOING THE RIG HT THINGS

A lot of processes, activities and stage-
gates in companies make sure that po-
tential risks og pitfalls are being located 
and mitigated, which is great and very 
important. But what about the other 
side of that coin? What about the same 
insisting mind-set and structure when 
it comes to doing the right things? The 
things that move us forward? That adds 
value. The subtle elements of positive 
movement towards our end goal. 

The job as a leader is also about paying 
attention to those things. Because it’s fo-
cused on output – not input. Because it’s 
motivating and will produce more ener-
gy to do more that adds value. And be-
cause it makes sense and is meaningful. 
Actually, it would be odd not to do it. It 
would make no sense not to pay atten-
tion to what gets us closer to our de-
sired state or business objectives. So be 
balanced in your mind-set, actions and 
communication as a leader make room 
both for the gabs and the parts missing, 
but also the strengths and value cre-
ation moving you in the right direction. 10 
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